a delta was formed at the estuary of the Sumida River. Since the place was an important junction point, as well as a scenic spot, it was only natural that it was selected as the site for a temple.
If we rely on the tradition handed down at Sensoji, the origin of the temple goes back to the 36th year of the reign of the Empress Suiko (628 A. D.). On March 18 of that year,while Hinokuma-no-Hamanari and his brother Takenari were fishing on the seashore near the mouth of the Sumida River, in the neighborhood of a place now called Komagata, an image was caught in their net which turned out to be a statue of Kannon.
At first ten young grass mowers -so tradition goes -built a small shrine for the image. Later, when the master of the two brothers, a man called Haji-no-Atai Nakatomo, learned that it was an image of Kannon, he transformed his house into a temple, placed the image in it, and thereafter devoted his life to the veneration and serviee of the Goddess of Mercy. Such is the traditional origin of the present main sanctuary.
Asakusa Shrine, which stands in a separate precinct on the West adjacent to the temple, is dedicated to the three fishermen, Nakatomo, Hamanari, and Takenari, whose spirits have been worshipped by subsequent generations as the tutelary kami (deities) of the locality.
History
Some twenty years after the traditional discovery of the image, that is, about the year 645 A. D .，a certain priest, who later became Saint Shokai, came to the region on a pilgrimage.
Deciding to make his permanent residence there, he built a -156 -THE ASAKUSA KANNON TEMPLE magnificent temple for Kannon on the present site of Sensoji and became its first chief priest. He is, therefore, regarded as the temple's founder. Then, following a revelation in a dream, he ordained that the Kannon statue should become a " hidden image， " that is, one that was never to De exposed to human eyes, and since then it has been strictly guarded. However, at the beginning of the Heian era, that is, about the middle of the ninth century, another statue, the work of the Great Teacher (J)aishi\ Jikaku, was installed as the main image for public veneration. It is this statue that is displayed for worship each year on December 12th by opening the doors of the altar repository.
During the Tengyo period (938-946) Taira-no-Kimimasa built a gorgeous temple as a votive offering to Kannon and endowed it with rice fields. Thus, the temple, wmch had always enjoyed the confidence of the common people, gained the devo tion of the military class and gradually developed into an impor tant religious center. When Tokugawa Ieyasu established his military government in Edo (Tokyo) in 1590， Asakusa Temple became a place of worship for the Tokugawa family and was designated as an official institution to offer prayers for the shogunate. Naturally this led to the district around the temple becoming even more popular. In fact it soon became one of the most prosperous quarters in the nation and has remained so. Even though it has been destroyed several times by fire, a new structure has always been built on the same site on a more magnificent scale.
With the beginning of the Meiji era 
Separation of Asakusa Shrine
Historically the shrine dedicated to the fishermen who found the image was administered by the temple; but early in the Meiji era as a result of the separation of Shinto and Buddhism, it was In each case, worship is primarily concerned with earthly gain. The purpose of the temple rites is to obtain happiness in a concrete and practical sense.
The common people, especially the believers belonging to these temples, come in large crowds on the sacred days, either individually or in organized groups, called associations of believers, because of the particularly strong relationship which these days have with the principal deity, that is, the object of their worship. These sacred days originated in China, but they have been observed in Japan from ancient times.
From about the 14th century until the latter half of the 19th century a special day was fixed for celebrating the virtues of each buddha and bodhisattva, and these were widely observed. depending on their specific physical needs. They have not been taught to do this by the temple. On the contrary, it has devel oped naturally as a popular custom, which shows how m a n ， s natural religious desires reveal a shamanistic tendency.
Buddhist temples which cater chiefly to popular worship under stand well the mass behavior psychology of the common people.
They encourage it by inscribing the names of the donors on articles and ornaments for the Buddhist family altar, by creating a mystical atmosphere in the temple, by distributing amulets in compliance with popular demand, and by performing prayers for a particular purpose. The propriety or efficacy of these practi ces is a separate question, but they are represtntative of the ways in which the temples are serving popular worship.
Characteristics of the Religious Rites
In order to create a real feeling of satisfaction corresponding to human desires, rites such as prayers and the reading of sutras for healing are frequently observed in temples which seek to provide worship for the masses. In many cases such rites have been influenced by the form of prayers practiced by esoteric sects, where the earnest prayer of the officiating priest becomes one with the saving power which dwells in the principal deity.
In this way the heart of the believer is filled with a feeling that his earnest desire will be satisfied, whereas mere form without the contribution of a priest would not show any result. 
